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Operations, January – June 2020
2020-01 Missing Person Alert Mariposa Co. 23-24 January

Simons

On Thursday, 23 January 2020, the China Lake Mountain Rescue Group received a text message from Kern
County Sheriff, Sgt. Bittle, stating Mariposa County was requesting mutual aid in a search for a missing man with
Alzheimer’s. Sgt. Bittle was requesting Kern County team captains to check with their teams and see if they could
provide searchers for Friday, 24 January. Nathan Simons took the operation. Janet Westbrook coordinated the
callout and Mary Schmierer helped make the telephone calls. Linda Finco was the point of contact with Sgt. Bittle for
updates on the request. We received the official request from the Office of Emergency Services at 1354. Bill
Stephenson, Phil Cash, David Jensen and Andrew Cammenga committed to the operation. At 1843 OES cancelled
the request to Kern County. They had found enough resources closer to Mariposa County for the search on Friday,
but they requested teams to stay on standby for Saturday. On Friday, 24 Jan, Finco texted Sgt. Bittle to get an update
on the standby for Saturday. At 1554 Sgt. Bittle texted CLMRG to let us know the OES cancelled the standby
request.

2020-02 Kern River Search Kern County 31 January

Bishop

This operation was a continuation of the search efforts for a missing 11-year-old girl, Valeria Esparza, who was
reported swept away in the Kern River near the Pearl Harbor Bridge on June 22, 2019. Taking advantage of a
planned water flow shut-off of the Isabella dam by the Army Corp of Engineers, the hope was that the drop in water
level would reveal additional evidence. It was estimated that the river flow when the subject went missing was 3900
cubic feet per second (cfs) and during this search the flow was down to 450 cfs. Dan Bishop, Tom Sakai, and Tom
Roseman committed to the search. Sheila Rockwell was the coordinator. The water shut-off time was moved to 1100
so we left the hut at 1000 on Friday, 31 January, and arrived at the Command Post (CP) near the intersection of
Highway 178 and Borel Road in time for the 1130 briefing. Dustin, from Kern Valley, was added to our team and we
began our assignment to sweep river right from Black Gulch bridge to Borel bridge. We encountered steep and brushy
embankments and many debris piles. The water level slowly dropped throughout the afternoon, however, the brushy
areas, numerous debris piles, and places inaccessible from the banks, contributed to the low probability of finding any
evidence. We spent over 4 hours searching before we returned to the CP. By 1630 we were released and we
secured at the hut at 1800.

Kern River, river right

2020-MRA MRA Search & Tracking Recertification Riverside Co. Idyllwild 5-7 Mar

Finco

For this year’s accreditation test, we tested in search and tracking. We put together an excellent team with an
amazing showing, nine members (Simons, Bishop, Roseman, Swanson, Derkey, Huey, Sakai, Pio, and Cammenga)
drove down early on Friday, 5 March to go rock climbing at Tahquitz. The other members (Finco, Miles, Niesen,
Jensen, McNamara, Paniccia and Griffin), met at the hut at 1200, loaded up the team equipment, and departed for the
accreditation. Finco got us checked in for the accreditation and we were assigned our team cabin for the weekend.
When we checked in Friday night, we found out that there was a real search in progress and they might request
assistance from other teams for the search. The next morning we found out the search was ongoing, and I (Simons)
decided that we had enough team members that we could spare three to assist in the search. Mike Derkey
volunteered to be the operation leader, and Tom Sakai and Nick Pio agreed to go on the search. Finco coordinated
with the Kern County Sheriff to ensure we had the official request from OES for the mutual aid assistance.
The accreditation test itself was straightforward. Our team’s evaluators were Monty Bell from San Diego
Mountain Rescue and Tyler Simpkins from West Valley Search and Rescue. Each team had to provide two evaluators,
so Tom Roseman and Dan Bishop graciously agreed to evaluate other teams.
We received our accreditation assignment at the team leader briefing. We did learn that our subject would be
found less than a 2 mile walk from the designated Place Last Seen (PLS). There would be no car at the PLS, but
would be designated with an orange cone and our assignment number and the subject’s starting tracks. We were also
informed there were plenty of cyclists about, and so tracks might be wrecked in places.
We were given a GPS coordinate for the PLS. We arrived at the PLS shortly after 0800 only to find another
team with an assignment next door to ours already in the process of setting up in the area. They had a lot of
equipment, including a large command post (CP), but we managed to find a location for our CP where we wouldn’t
interfere with each other’s operations. Once we arrived, we went about setting up our CP and interviewing the RP (our
evaluators represented the RP). Once CP was set up and RP was interviewed, I assigned Dave Miles to be field team
chief and split up our members into teams of three. I assigned team members as follows:
- Operations leader: Simons
- Planning/logistics: Finco
- Command Post communications: Jensen
- Command Post records: Paniccia
- Team 1 leader/Section chief: Miles
- Team 1 member: Cammenga
- Team 1 member: McNamara
- Team 2 leader: Swanson
- Team 2 member: Griffin
- Team 3 leader: Niesen
- Team 3 member: Huey
Miles and his team left base at 0842 to perform the “car” approach to the cone, secure the area, locate tracks,
determine a direction of travel and start tracking. At 0909 I sent Team 3 to jump track as directed by Miles, shortly
followed by Team 2 with the stretcher. Simpkins accompanied Team 1 as the field evaluator while Bell stayed in CP to
evaluate operations there. We made him coffee.
Things progressed quickly from there, with teams jump tracking and quickly locating possible clues. At 0953, the
subject had been located. Our subject complained of a lower leg injury and was unable to walk. First aid was
provided and at 1025 the patient was packaged in the stretcher and our field teams started transporting her down the
trail in the stretcher. They arrived at the CP at 1115 and the test was secured.
We hastily packed up our command post and returned to the main accreditation CP to receive our assignment
for a grid search. After receiving our grid search assignment and walking over to it, we conducted it in superb fashion
and found all 10 clues within 30 minutes.
After that, we absconded to the cabin that the hosting team had been gracious enough to provide us (it was very
nice), and relaxed while waiting for our evaluators to let us know if we passed. They came by and congratulated us on
passing with flying colors.
Nine members (Simons, Bishop, Roseman, Swanson, Derkey, Huey, Sakai, Pio, and Cammenga) stayed at the
cabin Saturday night. Their plan was to either climb on Sunday or support the search if needed (see Operation 202003). The other 7 members (Finco, Miles, Niesen, Jensen, McNamara, Paniccia and Griffin) departed around 1330 and
returned to Ridgecrest and secured at the hut at 1700.On an additional note, we used the SARTopo live track

capability to view tracks of team members in real time at the command post. Our CP evaluator Monty Bell was
impressed, and I found the information coming back to be very helpful. While it will not replace pen and paper maps or
radio communications, in addition to being limited by network connectivity, it is nonetheless a very useful tool; see
included screenshots.

Note the black
line in the lower
left corner –
that’s a range
ring of 1 mile
from our CP.

SARTopo
These are actual real time
tracks of our searchers in
the field. At the end of the
day it is very easy to
compare where searchers
went and make assignments
for the next day.
Maps can be printed and
shared.

2020-3 Search Riverside County, Idyllwild (on top of the Recert) March 6-7
CLMRG had traveled down to Idyllwild for the 2020 California Region MRA Search and Tracking Accreditation
test on Friday, 5 March 2020. Upon checking in for the reaccreditation we were notified by the Riverside team that
there was an active search in progress. Our team offered up 3 people (Nick Pio, Tom Sakai, Mike Derkey) who would
divert from the reaccreditation and go on the search that Saturday (Mar 6th).
The search was for a local hiker, Roy Prifogle. It was reported he was trying to hike down to the North Fork of
the San Jacinto River. The first day Riverside set up the Command Post (CP) near his car at Pine Cove and started
searching all the drainages down towards the San Jacinto River. Our team ended up searching down one drainage
and back up another. There was a fair amount of bushwhacking. None of the teams found any clues that day. We
completed our assignment and headed back to the cabin around 1700.
The next day (Mar 7th), Riverside asked for our help again. We had a group of 9 people (Nick Pio, Tom Sakai,
Dan Bishop, Tom Roseman, Luke Swanson, Andrew Cammenga, Nathan Simons, Bob Huey, Mike Derkey) who were
originally planning to hike San Jacinto Peak, but decided to commit to the operation instead. We broke into three
teams. This time Riverside moved the CP to Idyllwild as the search shifted to other drainages. Two of our teams got
sent down drainages that developed into heavy bushwhacking that became impossible to travel. The third team got
sent down a drainage that was a well-known local canyoneering route. None of our teams found any evidence of the
subject. We departed Idyllwild around 1600 and secured at the hut at 1900.

2020-04 Rescue McIver’s Cabin Kern County 27 March Miles
On Friday 27, March 2020 at 1830 Dave Miles received a call from the Kern County Sheriff, Sgt. Bittle. Sgt.
Bittle was requesting assistance for two men who had gotten their Tacoma truck stuck on SC65 near McIver’s Cabin.
Since our team had a search for a lost hunter in that same location a few years ago, I knew the road would require
4WD with high clearance. Several of us were still hiking on the White Star Ridge so I called Carin Miles to find a
coordinator and start the callout. I also told her to see if Sean McNamara was available to bring his truck with a winch.
Debbie Breitenstein was the coordinator with Carin Miles as telephoner. Sean McNamara, Luke Swanson, Mike
Derkey, Bill Stephenson, Phil Cash, Nick Pio, Chris Nickell, and Katie Kempema met me at the hut at 1945. We each
got a radio and mapped the coordinate for the place last seen (PLS) and took the Sheriff Explorer, Sean’s truck, my
4Runner, and Phil’s FJ Cruiser. We left at 2000 and reached the stuck Tacoma around 2100. Sgt. Bittle was just a
few minutes behind us and joined us on SC65. Sean was able to winch the Tacoma back on to the road and had them
engage their rear locking differential. We started down around 2130. The subjects were from Ventura California and
were trying to meet their friends at a cabin in Onyx. We drove back at the hut and secured at 2310.

2020-05 Alert Rademacher Hills Kern County 24 April

Miles

On Friday, 24 April 2020, at 1725 I, Dave Miles, noticed Kern County Fire Department (KCFD) and Liberty
Ambulance responding towards the Rademacher Hills. I grabbed my radio and listened to KCFD and heard that they
were unable to locate the subject’s vehicle at the trailhead. At 1731 I called KCFD Emergency Command Center
(ECC) to see if they wanted CLMRG to assist since we are very familiar with the Rademacher trails and have the litter
and wheel to extract a subject in rough terrain. ECC asked us to assist and I sent out a group text to CLMRG (a new
callout system we have been testing, but have not yet implemented officially). I also asked Carin Miles to find me a
coordinator while I threw some gear in my truck. We got immediate commitments via text and phone. Debbie
Breitenstein agreed to be the coordinator and called me 12 minutes after the initial group text as I arrived at the
Rademacher Hills and joined the KCFD Engine 77. Debbie told me that we had 8 committed and asked if we needed
to keep calling the roster. I told her that 8 was enough and we could stop calling since I figured it would be a very
short carryout. At 1757 I called the subject and confirmed that he was back at his vehicle and driving back into town.
ECC canceled the callout at 1800. Participants included Nathan Simons, Luke Swanson, Phil Cash, Gina Niesen,
Andy Cammenga, Nick Pio, and Bob Huey.
Epilogue:
The subject was actually hiking south from the water tank on Powerline Road. He was experiencing symptoms of a
possible heart attack, so he called 911. After a short rest, he decided to continue on to his vehicle. He arrived with no
further issues.
Comments:
The method I used on this callout was not our standard callout procedure, but one we have been considering for
alerting members and getting quicker response times. We had a team of 6 on scene in 12 minutes and 2 more just a
few minutes out.

We’re all In this together – aftershocks, virus, whatever- keeping our skills current

